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Live acoustic music with a touch of nostalgia from the 1920's-1940's,close harmonies in that staunch,stoic

style popularized by everyone from the Stanleys to the Everlys. 20 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Traditional

Country, COUNTRY: Bluegrass Details: ORIGINAL FORMULA-Live At The Rex Theater-Discus Thrower

DT-2. Original Formula is a duo consisting of Alton Elliott (guitar and vocals) and Robert Perkins (lead

guitar and vocals) with a style that is reminiscent of the brother groups who graced the formative years of

country music. This particular compact disc is a live performance that took place last January at the Rex

Theater in Galax, Va., and was simultaneously aired over a local radio station. The twenty performances

are a blending of country and bluegrass favorites like "Eight More Miles To Louisville," "Don't Step Over

An Old Love," and a pair of Ernest Tubb favorites, "Two Glasses Joe" and "I Need Attention Bad." Also

included are several originals, the most appealing being "Nobody Has Time For Mama." For almost an

hour, Original Formula presents an impresive variety of music that is guaranteed to enhance there

musical resume. August 2003 Bluegrass Unlimited Magizine.                MORE ACOUSTIC GUITAR

PICKING-ORIGINAL FORMULA: DISCUS THROWER DT-2 "Live At The Rex Theater" Alton

Elliott-guitar, vocals; Robert Perkins-lead guitar and vocals. A North Carolina group, that does some fine

work on acoustic guitars, as well as vocalizing. Some of the songs include "Choo Choo Coming" "Picking

the Guitar" "You Are My Flower" "Wait a Little Longer" "Late Last Night" 20 numbers in all------ cost

unknown at this time, try ($15.00)Disc Collector June. New Series Number 9   Alton Elliott, born in North

Carolina, plays a 1964 Gibson J-45 on this project, sings most the lead and harmonies.Robert Perkins

born in North Carolina, plays lead guitar and sings lead and harmony vocals. Used his 1948 D-28 Martin

(previously owned and used on recordings by Doyle Lawson) on this live album.
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